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Purpose & Summary 

At the meeting of 6 December 2018, the Council received a report that set out a financial 
strategy outlook for the General Fund, which covers the majority of the services that the 
Council provides.  That report set out a longer-term outlook, specifically 10 years, and a 
commitment was given to bring this as a regular update to the Council.  This report now 
sets out the latest update on the key aspects of the financial strategy. 

Although many of the assumptions cannot be made with any degree of certainty due to 
all of the many external influences that affect them, it is still important that the Council 
have a sense of how each of the assumptions might move in future, and how collectively 
they will form a picture of what a longer-term outlook may look like. 

This update will also build on the details set out in the formal budget report that was 
considered and approved at the Special Meeting of Council of 21 February 2019. 

The report reaffirms that, even in the early years of the ten-year outlook, it is almost 
certain that significant financial budget reductions will have to be made in order to set 
balanced budgets. 

Recommendations 

Council is asked to: 

1. note the contents of this update report; and

2. note that further updates will be brought to future meetings of the Council as the
longer term outlook develops.

Resource Implications 

The report sets out a wide range of issues that will affect the Council’s overall financial 
position, so from that respect the resource implications will be wide-ranging.  Given the 
complexity of the issues, there are likely to be changes to the assumptions previously 
made in developing a financial strategy and in advising the Council of what the scale of 
the budget challenge will be in the coming years.  In particular, the Scottish Draft 
Budget announcement and the Local Government Finance Settlement announcement 
in December 2019 will have a significant bearing on those assumptions. 



Legal & Risk Implications and Mitigation 

The report highlights some updates to the assumptions that underlie the existing 
financial strategy where updates are available.  The issues contained within the Scottish 
Government’s recently published second revision of the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy document present additional financial risk to the Council.  Although pay 
negotiations have now been agreed nationally, and the risk to the next two years has 
been reduced, the reopening of claims cannot be ruled out, with possible consequent 
impacts on existing budgetary provision.  In relation to government grant, the 
information in the Medium Term Financial Strategy document contains information that 
may mean that future year government grant settlements to local government may be 
lower than currently assumed, and may mean that existing assumptions may have to be 
revised downwards. 

1. Background 

1.1. At its meeting on 21 February 2019, the Council set a firm budget for the current 
financial year 2019/20, with provisional budget figures for 2020/21 to 2023/24 
also contained within the budget report considered by Members.  That 
provisional budget contained a number of assumptions about the key 
components that make up the Council’s budget plans and the various funding 
sources that underpin the budget. 

1.2. As time passes, changes in political, economic and service demands will affect a 
number of these assumptions, and this report is intended to update Members on 
the current position with these assumptions.  It is the intention to bring further 
updates to future meetings of Council during the financial year. 

1.3. Many of the factors that will determine and influence the direction of the Council’s 
budget will be externally driven and the Council will have limited influence over 
these factors.  They include: 

1.3.1. Government grant – which will be increasingly influenced by economic 
performance more widely; 

1.3.2. Possible protection of other sectors of the public sector by central 
government, which might mean continued reducing grant settlements for 
local government; 

1.3.3. Pay negotiations that will take place nationally; 

1.3.4. Inflationary pressure generally and for specific items that will have 
significant impact on the Council’s budget, e.g. the impact of the oil price 
on our fuel and energy budgets; and 

1.3.5. Service demand pressures, particularly for adult social care, caused by a 
growing elderly population. 

1.4. The current financial strategy that was approved by the Council in February, took 
a five-year look at these pressures, but this report now extends this out to a ten-
year horizon.  This will clearly mean that many of the assumptions will be more 
tentative, and there will be less confidence that they can be relied on, but it is 
intended that this outlook will be constantly refined and updated as the external 
and internal environments develop. 



2. Considerations 

Government Grant Position/Medium Term Financial Strategy 

2.1. As reported to the Council on 28 June 2018, the Scottish Government has 
recently introduced a new budget strategy process, with part of this process 
being the annual publication of a Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS), and 
the first iteration of the MTFS was published on 31 May 2018, and the second 
iteration was published on 30 May 2019.  The MTFS sets out statements of 
intent by the Scottish Government of its future funding and spending plans for 
future years.   

2.2. The main messages coming out of the Scottish Government’s latest MTFS are: 

2.2.1. the Scottish Resource Budget will be £1.7 billion higher by 2022/23 than 
forecast in last year’s MTFS (May 2018) 

2.2.2. at the same time Scottish Income Tax revenues continue to be 
downgraded, when compared to earlier forecasts, and there will also be 
substantial negative adjustments in relation to earlier years with regards 
to Income Tax.  These adjustments relate to differing, population 
adjusted growth rates (UK vs Scotland) for Income Tax revenues which 
in turn affect the Block Grant Adjustment. 

2.3. In summary the Scottish Budget will receive a significant boost, relating to the 
English NHS medium-term settlement from June of last year, which has resulted 
in a Scottish consequential grant impact worth an extra £2.3 billion by 2023/24.  
However, by 2022/23, the Scottish Resource Budget is only getting an extra £1.7 
billion, due to the widening Income Tax shortfall and to ongoing negative Income 
Tax reconciliations.  

2.4. The negative Income Tax reconciliations are still only estimates and the first will 
not be known for sure until later this summer.  However, at present the estimates 
are substantial for the next three year, amounting to a downgrade of over £1 
billion in total. The Scottish Fiscal Commission (SFC) currently estimate them to 
be: 

2.4.1. £229m downgrade in 2020/21 (relating to 2017/18 tax reconciliation) 

2.4.2. £608m downgrade in 2021/22 (relating to 2018/19 tax reconciliation) 

2.4.3. £188m downgrade in 2022/23 (relating to 2019/20 tax reconciliation). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.5. The most up to date impact of these Income Tax adjustments are included in the 
Scottish Fiscal Commission forecasts, and can be seen below in Figure 1. 

2.6. In addition there may be further reconciliations relating to other devolved tax 
powers for these years, although on nothing like the scale of the Income Tax 
adjustments. 

2.7. Overall, the main message is that, despite the apparent increase in the Scottish 
Budget, all or most of which is likely to be allocated to the protected NHS 
resource budget, non-protected budgets look likely to face reduced settlements 
in the medium-term, compared to last year’s forecasts.  In particular, 2021/22 
may be a particularly difficult year, due to the exceptional size of the negative 
Income Tax reconciliation expected to be applied that year. 

2.8. The Scottish Government could potentially mitigate the negative impact on non-
protected budgets by a combination of higher borrowing, higher taxes and use of 
the Reserve.  Nevertheless, the future funding position, based on weaker Income 
Tax revenues than expected, is a significant ongoing concern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Individual Budgets 

2.9. Unlike last year the Scottish Government did not give a breakdown of the 
Resource Budget into its main spending areas (there is no ‘Policy Priorities’ 
chapter this year and hence no specific mention of spending areas like Health or 
Local Government). However, it did publish a summary outlook up to 2023-24, as 
shown in Table 1 below, including upper and lower ranges. 

 

2.10. The Table 1 outlines three different Budget funding scenarios set out in the 
MTFS. While these scenarios look fairly healthy at face value, the reality is that 
much of the resource budget increase is due to the Health related Barnett 
Formula consequentials, most or all of which are likely to go the NHS in 
Scotland, unless the Scottish Government is prepared to widen the definition of 
Health, as strongly advocated by COSLA in previous representations. 

2.11. The Scottish Government has confirmed that, despite doubts over whether the 
UK Spending Review will go ahead this year, it still intends to set a three-year 
resource settlement for Local Government settlement in December. It also plans 
to undertake reviews of other areas of spending and to publish indicative 
resource budgets, beyond 2020/21, again in December.  However, it remains 
unclear to what degree a substantial Spending Review will take place this year, 
or to what extent a three-year resource settlement will be firm or indicative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.12. A revised assumption on Scottish Government revenue grant, based on the most 
recent information contained in the MTFS is suggested in the table below: 

 

Financial Year Cash Change 

2019/20 
1.53% cash reduction to core grant 

(already confirmed) 

2020/21 2% cash reduction 

2021/22 
2.5% cash reduction (previously 

1.5%) 

2022/23 1.5% reduction 

2023/24 1% reduction 

2024/25 1% reduction 

2025/26 flat cash 

2026/27 flat cash 

2027/28 flat cash 

2028/29 flat cash 

2.13. The suggested change from the previous assumed grant reductions is to move 
the grant change in 2021/22 from a cash reduction of 1.5% to a cash reduction of 
2.5%, which would worsen the budget position in that year by approximately 
£1.6M. 

2.14. This profile reflects the anticipated cash change in government grant, but with 
cost pressures increasing due to price changes and additional demands, the real 
terms impacts will clearly be much greater than the cash impacts. 

2.15. Although statements have previously been made by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer that the age of austerity in public spending is coming to an end, there 
is sufficient uncertainty in the wider economy for the assumptions on government 
grant support to local government to remain cautious for the next few years.  It 
should be noted that the Chancellor’s statement was made before the prospect 
of a no-deal Brexit became more of a likelihood than a possibility.  A recent letter 
from the Scottish Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Economy & Fair Work on the 
subject of teachers pensions funding stated “Budgets remain exceptionally tight.  
Whatever the headlines about an end to austerity, the UK Government continues 
to take a fiscal stance that is putting severe pressure on public services.  The 
increase in employer pension contributions of more than £0.5 billion and 
extremely late confirmation of the funding being provided towards meeting that 
increase are only adding to that pressure. Scottish Ministers are doing everything 
we can to mitigate the impact of UK austerity while pressing the UK Government 
to invest what is needed, not only to maintain public services but to reflect the 
economic impact of the UK exit from the EU.”  This statement does not signal 
any impending end to public sector spending constraint. 



2.16. As government grant accounts for just under 80% of the Council’s revenue 
funding, even small changes to grant levels would have a significant gearing 
effect on overall funding, so it will be essential to keep any developments and 
new information under close scrutiny. 

2.17. It is possible that Stirling’s share of overall Scottish local government funding 
may increase or reduce from grant distributional effects in future years, as it has 
done so in previous years.  The distribution system is driven by over 90 separate 
grant indicators that are designed to distribute grant based on objective spending 
need, free from local policy spending priorities of the thirty-two Scottish councils.  
Many of the indicators are principally driven by population based indicators, and 
as Stirling is projected to have one of the highest population growth levels of the 
thirty-two councils, especially working-age population, it is possible that there will 
be a distributional benefit.  However, it would be risky to make a firm assumption 
that this will be the case, as there may well be other distributional impacts that 
could offset any population-based gains.  One area of potential risk is in relation 
to the distribution of Early Learning & Childcare (ELC) expansion funding.  The 
additional funding was allocated to councils on the basis of the spending 
templates that were submitted to the Scottish Government, outlining how the 
expansion policy would be implemented.  However, the agreement between 
COSLA Leaders and the Scottish Government was that this approach would be 
accepted, but that there would be a review of distribution after the initial three 
years of implementation.  That review will bring the risk that the grant payable to 
individual councils may change significantly if the fundamental basis of 
distribution changes. 

2.18. Notwithstanding the issue about the ELC review, it is assumed that the 
distributional position will remain at the present state, with no significant 
gains or losses for Stirling. 

Local Taxation/Council Tax 

2.19. Although the Scottish Government has agreed that Local Taxation should be the 
subject of major review and possible reform, this will not take effect within the 
lifetime of this parliament.  The Local Government Finance Settlement for 
2019/20 confirmed that councils would be able to raise Council Tax by up to 
4.79% for the current financial year, and Stirling Council agreed to raise the tax 
by 4%, above the previous officer planning assumption of 3%.  Councils have not 
had any confirmation that the 4.79% for 2019/20 will be extended beyond the 
current year, so the assumption contained within this outlook is: 

2.19.1. To apply the previous maximum allowed 3% increase each year for 
the full ten-year period 

2.20. This is a planning assumption at present, and the Council will clearly have a 
choice to make each year about the level of tax to be set, but with the forecast 
challenging financial outlook, it is strongly recommended that locally raised 
taxation revenues should be maximised. 

2.21. The outlook also assumes that a “normal” property growth of 250-350 domestic 
properties each year is achieved, and the council tax revenues from those 
properties has been built in to assumptions.  Properties have been assumed at 
band D, but it is likely that the majority of new dwellings will be in the higher 
bands. 

 

 



Budget Spending Pressures 

2.22. The process for determining the budgets for the period 2018/19 to 2022/23 
involved identifying existing and potential future cost pressures and building 
these into a financial planning model.  The current position with the main 
unavoidable cost pressures are:- 

2.23. Pay awards –in recent years the Scottish Government has made statements on 
public sector pay policy, which reflects a move away from the pay cap that has 
been in force across the public sector in recent years.  The pay negotiations for 
the SJC workforce were ultimately concluded, at 3.5% for 2018/19, after an initial 
position of 3% had been made.  The revised offer was accepted by the main 
trade union, UNISON.  Accordingly, the additional 0.5% provision has already 
been allowed for in the budget, at a cost of £0.35M.  As this was a three-year 
agreement, allowance has also been made for 2019/20 and 2020/21 at 3%.  It is 
not anticipated that the negotiations will be re-opened, but that cannot be 
discounted as a possibility. 

2.24. The negotiations for the teacher workforce were protracted during 2018/19, and 
ultimately resulted in Scottish Government implementing and funding “policy 
interventions”.  This was due to a noticeable decline in students taking up the 
university places available, and increasing challenges in a number of local 
authority areas where it has been difficult to fill all their teaching vacancies.  
Austerity and public sector pay restraint over the past ten years was deemed to 
be causing negative impacts on recruitment to and retention of staff in the 
teaching profession.  For 2018/19 the Scottish Government funded 1% of the 3% 
pay award for salaries above £36,500.  From January 2019 there was funding of 
3% salary inflation, together with a collapsing of the main grade scale from six 
incremental points down to five incremental points, increasing the starting salary 
for probationary teachers, in line with other graduate professions.  Furthermore, 
the Scottish Government funded 1% salary inflation from April 2020 and the 
cumulative future effect of these elements on salary inflation for future years. 

2.25. The recommended assumptions in the : 

2.25.1. 2019/20 and 2020/21 – 3% per annum for all pay groups 

2.25.2. 2021/22 and beyond – 1.75% per annum for all pay groups 

2.26. Pay increments – increments have been provided for those employees who will 
be due an increase as part of their progression through the pay scales, in line 
with the changes to terms and conditions agreed with trade unions in December 
2013. 

2.27. Given that the council continues to experience employee turnover of around 15% 
per annum, some level of incremental growth will need to be provided for as new 
employees progress through the pay scales. 

2.27.1. Increments will be built in at a cost of £0.45M per annum currently, 
rising to £0.47M per annum in line with inflationary growth.   

 

 

 

 

 



2.28. Employer pension contributions – The most recent triennial actuarial valuation 
of the Fund has been carried out by the Actuary for Falkirk Pension Fund.  The 
Actuary has confirmed the continuation of the “stabilisation strategy” of 
increasing the employer contribution by 0.5% per annum for the foreseeable 
future, in order to recover the current deficit position over a longer time period.  
Accordingly, full provision has been made for a 0.5% increase for 2018/19, with 
the same percentage increase budgeted for the current five year period.  This 
strategy has been in place for a number of years, and has helped Stirling’s share 
of the Falkirk Fund to move from a position of 84% funded to 91% funded as at 
March 2017, which has been a positive and welcome increase in funding. 

2.29. Asset performance in the Fund has been strong in recent years, and this has 
helped to increase funding levels in spite of Fund liabilities also increasing.  
However, wider economic uncertainty, especially that fuelled by the Brexit 
impact, means that high returns cannot be relied upon for future years.  
Nevertheless, the Actuary remains optimistic that over the longer-term the fund 
deficit can be addressed within the parameters of the current strategy. 

2.30. For teacher pensions, the Government Actuary Department (GAD) undertook the 
2016 valuation of the Scottish teachers pensions scheme.  This work started in 
2017, but announcements on changes were delayed due to Her Majesty 
Treasury (HMT) not wishing the give direction on the valuation until GAD 
assumptions had been concluded for all similar public pension schemes.  The 
announcement was only made in early October 2018, and a previous report to 
the Council highlighted the new pressure, although it did also mention the 
possibility of Barnett consequential funding being provided by the UK 
government. 

2.31. Councils were advised in October 2018 that as a result of the Treasury decision 
to adjust the Superannuation Contributions Adjusted for Past Experience 
(SCAPE) discount rate for the Scottish Teachers Pensions Scheme, this would 
have meant that the employers’ contribution rate would increase by 5.2% (17.2% 
rising to 22.4%) with effect from 1 April 2019, meaning that the employers 
contributions figure would have increased by around 30%.  If unfunded by central 
government, this would have meant an increase in pension contribution costs 
across Scotland of £110M, and £2M for Stirling Council.  This issue was raised 
continually by COSLA in their budget discussions with the Scottish Government, 
and the Cabinet Secretary made positive statements about any Barnett 
consequential funding being passed to councils.  On the strength of those 
statements, most, if not all councils budgeted on the basis that 79% of the 
additional funding would come from UK and Scottish governments to support the 
additional pressure. 

2.32. The Treasury has since advised that the change will now come into effect from 1 
September 2019, not 1 April 2019, but that the new rate will now be 23% rather 
than 22.4% as stated previously).  A letter from the Cabinet Secretary dated 6 
June 2019 has now confirmed that the funding for 2019/20 will pass to councils 
as a grant redetermination at the levels previously assumed, thereby removing 
the funding risk for this financial year.  The commitment from the Cabinet 
secretary in his budget letter of 31st January was that local government should 
expect 79% of the total cost to be funded by Scottish Government.  Due 
diligence carried out by Chief Finance Officers provides assurance that this 
commitment has been met for 2019/20 on the seven-month basis.  However, 
with the new rate moving to 23% rather than the previously stated 22.4%, it 
remains to be seen if the increased full year impact for 2020/21 will be fully 
funded.  COSLA have, and will continue to, make the point that the 



corresponding full year baseline cost needs to be funded next year.  This will 
however not be known until the next Spending Review. 

2.33. A pensions issue which is developing nationally, and which may have a future 
impact on public sector employers, is the McCloud v Ministry of Justice case.  
This revolves around the fact that only those who were within 10 years of normal 
retirement age were given benefit protection when the decision was made by the 
UK Government to introduce career average into the public sector schemes in 
2012.  

2.34. In an era when the government were striving to future proof age related pension 
provisions to ensure they were not discriminatory before enacting them, the 
Courts thus far have agreed with a Firefighter – Mr McCloud – that the legislation 
is in fact age discriminatory. 

2.35. The government has appealed the decision and awaits the Supreme Court 
deciding whether it will allow the appeal.  No date as yet has been set for the 
hearing, but if leave to appeal is granted, then there would have to be a full 
hearing and that could take some substantial time before getting to Court. 

2.36. If, eventually, the Government were to lose the appeal, then they would probably 
need to equalise member benefits by levelling up – thus potentially adding to 
fund liabilities that employers would need to fund.  Whichever way the issue is 
finally resolved, it is likely to be some time before there is any degree of 
certainty, and certainly some time before we can truly understand and quantify 
the impact if the outcome goes against the government.  

2.37. Fund actuaries, will be running scenarios on what the ultimate impacts of this 
issue might be, and the actuaries for the Falkirk Fund have already started that 
work.  Although the scenarios will be very much provisional until the legal 
processes are concluded, they will prove useful in informing employers about 
likely financial impacts. 

2.38. Accordingly, the superannuation assumptions in the 10 year outlook will be: 

2.38.1. 2020/21 and beyond – 0.5% per annum for all pay groups 

2.39. Scottish local government pension funds are currently under review, but no 
financial impact from that review has been assumed in these projections at this 
point. 

2.40. Living Wage – the Council currently pays the Living Wage at £9.06 per hour, 
compared to the national Living Wage rate for Scotland of £9.00.  The most 
recent uplift was announced in November 2018, and the Council agreed in 
December 2018 to make it effective from November 2018 rather than April 2019, 
and to pay slightly above the national rate.  The continued uprating of the Living 
Wage is likely to have an impact on the pay differentials at the lower end of the 
pay scales as the existing differentials are eroded through time.  The section 
above on pay awards does also reference an issue that forms part of the SJC 
pay claim that pertains to Living Wage.  The assumption for Living Wage for 
Stirling Council in the ten-year financial outlook will be: 

2.40.1. To provide for continued annual uplifts at a rate of £0.3M to £0.35M 
per annum 

2.41. Non-pay inflation – provision has been made for inflationary uplift in non-pay 
budgets where there is a contractual obligation to pay an uplift or where an uplift 
can be reasonably expected.  Projections of inflation have been applied using 
nationally published inflation data and with regard to economic forecasts of future 
inflation.  The estimated impact of non-pay inflation on the Council’s budget is 



£1.6M per annum.  The Bank of England had forecast that inflation would fall 
back during 2018, to a level close to their 2% target, and remain around that 
level during 2019. 

2.42. The Consumer Prices Index (including housing costs) (CPIH) 12-month rate was 
2% in April 2019, up from 1.8% in March 2019.  Rising energy prices and air 
fares, which were influenced by the timing of Easter, produced the largest 
upward contributions to change in the rate between March and April 2019.  
Although there has been this this recent slight increase, the rate has been close 
to the Bank of England’s 2% target. 

2.43. Inflation forecasts from a number of sources, including the Bank of England, the 
Office for Budget Responsibility, Capital Economics, the International Monetary 
Fund and Oxford Economics all show a strong level of consistency that UK 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) will stabilise at around 2% for 2019 and will remain 
around that level until 2022.  The Bank of England has stated that, whatever 
happens concerning Brexit, they will set interest rates to keep inflation low and 
support jobs and growth.  The assumption for CPI inflation in the Council’s ten-
year financial outlook will be: 

2.43.1. General inflationary pressure, as defined by CPI, will be provided 
for, where it is unavoidable, and at a rate of 2% per annum. 

2.44. Specific inflationary provisions have also been made in budgets where CPI 
would not be the most appropriate measure, e.g. energy costs and care home 
contract uplifts. 

Social Care Demand Pressures 

2.45. As previously stated in updates to Council, the future funding of social care in 
Scotland and for the UK in general has been an issue that councils and central 
government have been struggling with for a number of years.  This has been 
most acute in the provision of services to the elderly and to clients with long-term 
learning disabilities.  The demands in both of those areas have been driven by 
the projected exponential rise in client numbers over the next 30 years, due to 
longer life expectancy in the general population, as a result of improved living 
conditions and constantly improving medical care outcomes, which in turn mean 
more people are living to an older age.  As a result, local authorities, health 
boards and the recently established Integration Joint Boards will have the 
responsibility of managing that demand as best as possible within the tight 
financial strictures that are described in detail in this report.  Funding for social 
care services will the single most challenging issue for councils in the coming 
years, and will require central government, councils and health boards to work 
together and think of solutions that may require the level and nature of service to 
change from their current levels.  That is a debate that will go much wider than 
Stirling Council, but we will certainly have to play a leading role in that debate in 
our area. 

2.46. Although Stirling is not in the group of councils with the highest rate of ageing 
population, the increase in the client age group will still be significant, with the 
increase forecast to be around 75% by 2041, and by 18% in the period 2016 to 
2023. 

2.47. In determining the budgetary impact over the ten-year outlook period, and indeed 
beyond that time, the current budgets have been uplifted to reflect the increase in 
the client group, and provision then included in the outlook figures. 

 



2.48. The Clackmannanshire and Stirling Health and Social Care Partnership's Annual 
Performance Report 2017/18 and the end of year report in June 2018 to the 
Integration Joint Board on the series of strategic activities under the 
Transforming Care Programme illustrate the range of work taking place to 
redesign services to meet the changing needs of the population and the 
increasing levels of demand for services. Some examples of the work taking 
place include: 

2.48.1. Reablement Care at Home has been reviewed with support from the 
national improvement service, iHUB to establish a single model of care 
across the Partnership to provide re-abling care at home services to 
people who have been admitted to hospital or who are likely to be 
admitted. This work supports the Partnership to effectively manage 
delays in discharge from acute care.  

2.48.2. Members of the national Technology Enabled Care programme and 
greater use of Just Checking monitoring equipment to support people to 
live at home - for example movement sensors for people with dementia 
and learning disabilities; working preventively with GP's and patients to 
introduce Home and Mobile Health Monitoring systems such as Florence 
which operates via a system of text alerts to someone’s mobile device to 
prompt them to test their own health condition and send in readings to be 
analysed remotely by nursing staff.   

2.48.3. Development of Stirling Health and Care Village – the full facility is now 
open, and will make a significant difference to those clients with 
intermediate care needs and will also ease the financial pressure on 
partners.  

2.48.4. working with the local community in Balfron to develop an integrated 
model of neighbourhood care, basing a multi-disciplinary team in the 
area to provide health and social care services  

2.48.5. Improve post diagnostic support and access to support for people with 
dementia and their carers  

2.48.6. Working with the third sector to develop community Information 
Directories which help all services to signpost people to support and 
local community activities    

2.48.7. In line with the Strategic Needs Assessment and as a key part of the 
longer term planning the development of a range of housing with care 
options for learning disability and older people  

2.49. While this work will not in itself address the full extent of the exponential 
demographic growth in the care client group that will occur in future years, it will 
at least help to mitigate the financial impact in the short-term.  However, it should 
be noted that the Health & Social Care Partnership faces current financial 
pressures, with an overspend incurred in 2018/19, and a residual savings target 
still to identify for 2019/20 before short-term financial stability can be achieved, if 
indeed that will be possible within the current local and national funding model. 

Reserves Strategy 

2.50. In line with the current strategy, officers continue to monitor and examine the 
level of revenue reserves.  The most recent report to the Finance & Economy 
Committee on 13 June 2019 showed that reserves were  £9.2M, 4.4% of budget 
at the end of the financial year 2018/19, and therefore above the target range, 
although a fall of £0.7M at the same point last year.  During the financial year 
2018/19, demand pressures in adult social care budgets, waste budgets and the 



Council decision to spend an additional £0.75M to address roads condition 
issues have all made calls on reserve levels. 

2.51. Over the next five years, the financial uncertainty around local government 
funding will make it even more important for Councils to hold a sufficient level of 
reserves, to help deal with the implementation of the change that will be needed 
to achieve balanced budgets.  In recent years, the Council has pursued a 
strategy of managing reserves to a level that has allowed the costs of change to 
be met, and a continuation of this strategy was approved by the full Council in 
February 2019. Although the level of reserves is currently at a higher level than 
in the years before public sector austerity commenced, it is essential that this 
position is maintained in order to fund the significant costs of change in the 
coming financial years.  Higher than normal reserves are mainly due to the 
unprecedented, and continuing low interest rate regime within financial markets.  
The recent report by the Council’s external auditors highlighted that the level of 
reserves held by Stirling is within the median range of Scottish Councils’ 
reserves, and is by no means in an outlier position.  The recent Best Value Audit 
Report, which features separately on this Council agenda, also makes favourable 
comment on the Council’s reserves strategy. 

2.52. Spending plans need to be kept within existing approved budgets where 
possible, without use of sums held in reserve, although existing savings targets 
are certainly coming under pressure to achieve, and there may be a need to 
access the Risk Fund to balance short-term pressures.  In particular, a small 
number of transformational options will take longer than expected to be 
implemented.  Any other potential proposals that may come forward to utilise 
reserves should be subject to full consultation with and consideration by the 
Convener and Vice Convener of the Finance & Economy Committee and the 
Chief Finance Officer to assess the impact on overall reserve levels, prior to any 
decision being taken by the Council. 

2.53. It is recommended that the target level of reserves be maintained at between 2% 
and 2.5% of budget for the financial years 2019/20 and beyond, while accepting 
that for a period of time they will be at a level higher than target. 

Revenue Impact of Capital Programme 

2.54. As well as the revenue budget ten-year outlook that is presented in this report, a 
corresponding ten-year capital investment outlook will be prepared during the 
autumn, so consideration by Members during the forthcoming budget cycle.  It is 
expected that that exercise will show that investment needs significantly outstrip 
resource availability, and that a paring back of investment aspirations will 
probably be necessary.  Should the Council wish to fund additional investment 
through revenue funding, either directly or via borrowing, additional provision 
would require to be added in to the revenue budget.  At this stage no 
additional capital funding from revenue or borrowing costs have been 
factored in. 

Financial Overview 

2.55. All of the information contained in this report will feed into the assumptions that 
underpin the short, medium and long-term financial overview position that is 
facing the Council.  Previous reports to the Council have presented a picture of 
significant financial gaps if all of the assumptions come to fruition, and the 
position were to be left unaddressed.  Of course, it will be the duty of Officers 
and Members to ensure that strategies are put in place to balance budgets. 

 



2.56. The budget report to the Council on 21 February 2019 showed a five-year budget 
gap of £31.9M, assuming that the additional funding added to the core Local 
Government Finance Settlement on 31 January 2019 of £1.585M for Stirling 
were not baselined in the 2020/21 settlement.  The gap would reduce to £30.4M 
if it were to be baselined, all other things being unchanged.  The main revision to 
these assumptions within this five year period would be a possible worsening of 
the grant assumption for 2021/22, when the Scottish Government’s Income Tax 
revenues are likely to be most significantly impacted, as set out in paragraph 2.4.  
It is too early to say if that would translate into a direct reduction in local 
government grant, but if a worsening of the cash grant assumption for 2021/22, 
moving from 1.5% to 2.5% were to happen, then the five-year budget gap would 
worsen from £31.9M to £33.5M, as illustrated in Appendix 1. 

2.57. Consequently, over the ten-year outlook period, the forecast unaddressed gap 
would be likely to be around £60M, which clearly represents a major challenge 
for the Council.  In line with previous assumptions, this assumes that social care 
growth of £8.8M is made over that ten-year period. 

2.58. A forecast gap of this magnitude would require very tough decisions to be made 
by the Council, and small value reduction options will not suffice.  Although this 
ten-year outlook is based on a wide range of assumptions, it is felt that the 
projections in Appendix 1 are a balanced view of how the financial and economic 
landscape may develop.  The Council should be aware, however, that a 
deteriorating government grant position, higher pay awards or sustained higher 
inflation could significantly worsen the outlook position.  Conversely, improved 
financial and economic circumstances, could reduce that gap, but that is felt to 
be unlikely at this stage. 

2.59. As previously reported to the Council, Appendix 2 sets out the main assumptions 
contained within the ten-year financial outlook in summarised form. 

3. Implications 

Equalities Impact 

3.1. The contents of this report were assessed under the Council’s Equality Impact 
Assessment process and it was determined that no EqIA was required.   

Fairer Scotland Duty 

3.2. The contents of this report were considered in terms of the Fairer Scotland Duty 
and were determined not to be of strategic importance. 

Sustainability and Environmental 

3.3. The contents of this report are neutral in terms of the sustainability and 
environmental impacts. 

Other Policy Implications 

3.4. None. 

Consultations 

3.5. None. 

  



4. Background Papers 

4.1. Stirling Council, 6 December 2018, General Fund 10 Year Financial Outlook 

4.2. Stirling Council, 21 February 2019, Revenue Budget and Determination of 
Council Tax 2019/20. 

5. Appendices 

5.1. Appendix 1 – Revised 5 Year Budget Scenario. 

5.2. Appendix 2 – Key Assumptions/Provisions. 
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Wards affected: All wards. 

Key Priorities: D - We will deliver inclusive economic growth and 
promote prosperity.  We will deliver a City Region Deal 
and pursue policies and solutions that encourage high 
quality, high paying jobs into all of Stirling's 
communities. 

Key Priority Considerations:  

Stirling Plan Priority Outcomes: 
(Local Outcomes Improvement Plan) 

Prosperous - People are part of a prosperous economy 
that promotes inclusive growth opportunities across our 
communities 

  
 

 

 


